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Abstract

This paper is the first to evaluate the impact of a large-scale field deployment of mandatory time-

of-use (TOU) pricing on the energy use of commercial and industrial firms. The regulation imposes

higher user prices during hours when electricity is generally more expensive to produce, and is the

most common way for time-varying incentives to be transmitted to retail electricity customers. We

exploit a natural experiment that arises from the rules governing the program to present evidence

that TOU pricing induced negligible change in overall usage, peak usage or peak load. As such,

economic efficiency was not increased by this regulation. Bill levels and volatility exhibit only minor

shifts, suggesting that concerns from advocacy groups about increased expenditure and customer

risk exposure have been overstated.
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1 Introduction

In the electricity market, marginal costs vary by the minute but retail prices are (for the most part)

time-invariant. Because of this, the market does not function efficiently and substantial economic

loss may result, both in the short-run and the long-run.1 The disparity between wholesale and

retail prices leads to chronic over- and under-consumption at different times of the day, excess

capital investment to prevent blackouts, and an increase in the opportunity for fringe producers to

exploit market power. Estimates place the magnitude of the deadweight loss from time-invariant

retail electricity prices in the tens of billions of dollars annually in the U.S.2 The clear first-best

policy would be a retail price which varies to reflect real-time fluctuations in the wholesale market.

However, technological and political obstacles have forced regulators to proceed with caution, and,

if deviating from flat-rates at all, implement a coarse variant of time-varying incentives called “time-

of-use” (TOU) pricing. This study documents evidence from one deployment of TOU pricing in

the field for commercial and industrial (C&I) customers.

TOU pricing is the most common incentive-based tariff that is currently implemented by utilities

and regulators to address peak load challenges. Under this tariff, two (sometimes three) periods

each day are designated as high, medium or low demand according to historic patterns, and higher

prices are assigned to higher-demand hours. One potential implementation of TOU is illustrated

in Figure 1. In this scenario, peak hours are defined as occurring between 10am - 6pm. “Peak

usage” (measured in kilowatt-hours, or kWh) is the cumulative amount of electricity used during

that period of time, and “peak load” (measured in kilowatts, or kW) is defined as the maximum

throughput at any moment during the course of a month.3 Under TOU pricing, customers incur

a higher charge for peak usage (kWh) that occurs between the peak hours of 10am - 6pm, and a

lower charge for usage that occurs during off-peak hours.

1During the California energy crisis in 2001, wholesale electricity prices exceeded $1,400 per mWh, or

$1.40 per kWh, more than twenty times the then retail price of $0.067 per kWh.
2Borenstein & Holland (2005) estimate that 5-10 percent of the market is deadweight loss. In 2009, $350

billion worth of electricity was consumed in the United States, implying an annual inefficiency on the order

of $17 - $35 billion, roughly 2-3 times the entire budget of the Environmental Protection Agency (just over

$10 billion in 2010).
3Note that, for simplicity, Figure 1 displays just one day, but the same logic applies.
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The intention of the TOU tariff is to induce consumers to change their behavior by reducing demand

during peak hours, potentially by shifting usage to off-peak hours. This rate structure may be

viewed as a either a regulatory “baby step” towards dynamic pricing or a pragmatic compromise,

depending on one’s perspective. A perceived advantage of this rate structure over more granular

versions (e.g. critical-peak pricing or real-time pricing) is that customers can readily understand

it and, in theory, respond to it. Its fundamental drawback is coarseness; TOU pricing as currently

devised can capture no more than 6 percent of wholesale market price variation in Connecticut.4

Given this upper bound, it is important to understand whether TOU pricing achieves the goal of

reducing peak demand. If it does not, then either it should be replaced by a more effective policy

(potentially a more granular and timely policy, like real-time pricing), or regulators should clearly

state that TOU is intended as a transitional strategy on the path to such a policy. In this paper

we present quantitative evidence that the response to a large-scale field deployment of mandatory

TOU pricing for C&I customers in Connecticut was minimal.

Our empirical setting has several attributes that make it attractive for evaluating TOU pricing.

First, TOU pricing is assigned to some firms via a quasi-random mechanism. The mandatory TOU

assignment rule states that C&I firms whose peak load breaches a pre-determined threshold are

placed on a TOU schedule and cannot, regardless of future behavior, return to a flat-rate tariff.

While firms can influence peak load, they cannot control it precisely. Thus, in the neighborhood of

the threshold, status as a “crosser” is plausibly random and the setting lends itself to a regression

discontinuity design.

A nuance of our setting is that in the years preceding the mandatory TOU policy, firms had the

option to select onto the TOU rate. This does not impact the validity of our results, and in fact

provides regulators and policy makers with results from the most relevant setting. If other utilities

introduce mandatory TOU pricing, as is being considered universally in the US today, it is certain

to be accompanied by a voluntary adoption mechanism. Thus it is not a coincidence that our

setting shares the most important features of potential future deployments being considered by

policymakers in other jurisdictions.

4Borenstein (2005) performs similar calculations for California and New Jersey, and estimates that 6 to

13 percent of wholesale market variation is captured by TOU pricing.
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A second feature of our empirical setting is that firms assigned to treatment are exposed to exoge-

nous variation in prices. We observe (roughly) two draws from the menu of potential prices. One

is the time-invariant rate that “control” firms incur throughout the period of study, and the other

is the TOU rate schedule imposed on “treatment” firms. In our setting, assignment to treatment

involves three price changes: the kW peak-load charge decreases, and the previously time-invariant

kWh charge increases during peak hours and decreases during off-peak hours. We will discuss the

incentives that these price changes generate in Section 2. Since the price schedule was produced

by an actual rate determination process, we view it as the most relevant of the potential rates in

our setting. However, it is reasonable to expect that rates transmitting different incentives would

produce different results. As such, our estimates of the customer response should be viewed as

a single realization from this distribution. The near impossibility of observing a broad menu of

price alternatives in a single field setting highlights the need for multiple peer-reviewed studies on

this topic. To our knowledge there has not been one in the US in nearly three decades (Aigner &

Hirschberg 1985).

Finally, our setting has cross-sectional and time-series variation that allows us to account non-

parametrically for important firm characteristics and aggregate demand shifters. We use a monthly

panel dataset from the universe of customers in the utility’s “General Services” rate class, allowing

us to exploit variation both over time and across space to estimate the impact of this policy on

usage, peak load and expenditure.

Our analysis yields four primary results. First, in the first year following assignment to mandatory

TOU pricing, we cannot reject the hypothesis of no change in electricity usage behavior. In our

preferred specification, we can rule out aggregate decreases of greater than 2 percent in monthly

consumption and peak load in response to treatment. Second, we find that, on average, firm

electricity bills decrease. This is due to a rate-class discount implicit in the price schedule, rather

than a behavioral response. After adjusting the analysis to account for the rate class discount, TOU

pricing does not impact monthly electricity expenditure (lending support to our lack of evidence

of measurable behavioral change). Third, a direct implication of the first two findings is that they

restrict the feasible amount of load shifting that to around one percent of usage. Fourth, increases

in bill levels and bill volatility are minimal, with only a small number of firms being adversely

affected.
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Our work contributes a new data point to the sparse empirical literature on C&I TOU pricing.

Earlier evidence from electricity markets suggests that TOU pricing is at best moderately effective

among C&I users (Aigner & Hirschberg 1985, Aigner et al. 1994).5 Using quasi-experimental data,

Aigner & Hirschberg (1985) find strong complementarity between peak and off-peak usage, and

evidence of small but statistically significant substitution from peak to off-peak hours in response

to TOU pricing. Their results also suggest that the magnitude of the differential between peak and

off-peak prices influences response. Their setting is less than ideal due to the fact that participants,

though randomly assigned to control and treatment, are allowed to opt out if adversely affected by

the treatment. In a randomized controlled trial in Israel, Aigner et al. (1994) also detect small but

significant shifts in usage by firms. In both experiments, the price change is explicitly temporary

in nature. The permanence of TOU pricing in our setting is another feature that contributes to

policy relevance.

Finally, our results shed light on the ongoing policy debate about whether TOU rates should be

mandated or voluntarily implemented (if at all). Driven by concerns about excess harm from high

bill levels or dramatic increases in bill volatility, most TOU tariffs in the U.S. have been introduced

voluntarily, with customers having the option to select into a TOU rate.6 Our results suggest these

concerns have been overstated. Of treated firms in our sample, 95 percent experience bill increases

of less than 8.5 percent and bill volatility increases on average by less than 5 percent.7

5A long empirical literature has also studied residential responsiveness to time-variant electricity pricing,

finding evidence that some policies induce a shift in peak to off-peak usage (Wolak 2007) while others

induce conservation (Allcott 2010, Faruqui & Sergici 2011, and Jessoe & Rapson forthcoming). A review of

residential dynamic pricing experiments can be found in Faruqui & Sergici (2010).
6In February 2010 the President of the California Small Business Association warned that “...with dynamic

pricing, small businesses will send workers home, tell workers not to come into work or pay large electric bills

for using power on peak days.” In response, PG&E successfully petitioned to delay its TOU deployment,

though it nonetheless launched in November 2012.
7Even this is conservative, having been calculated using bill levels already adjusted for the TOU rate-

class discount implicitly offered by the CT policy. In any case, high volatility could also be mitigated by the

development and availability of simple hedging instruments, as suggested in Borenstein (forthcoming).
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2 Industry and Regulatory Setting

A vast economic literature dating back a century has described the theoretical rationale for imple-

menting time-variant retail electricity prices. Williamson (1966) constructs a welfare framework

that reveals what is now common knowledge: that the socially optimal amount of generation capac-

ity will require some form of rationing during periods of peak demand, and that it can be achieved

by equating the retail price to short-run marginal cost. This observation has been repeated in sub-

sequent years, generally during periods when turbulent electricity markets are disruptive enough

to earn popular attention. One of the clearest expositions, in our view, is from Borenstein (2005).

The argument proceeds as follows. Demand is highly variable, supply faces strict constraints in

the short run, and economically-feasible storage at an industrial scale does not exist. In the event

that demand exceeds supply, grid failure results in widespread “blackouts”. On the other hand,

excess supply damages expensive equipment. An engineering challenge in this industry is thus the

necessity of equating supply and demand in real time. When demand is low the grid operator simply

deploys less generation capacity; but when demand rises, generation facilities approach and then

hit their capacity. At this point, either more marginal facilities must be brought online, or demand

must be reduced in some way (often by implementing scheduled regional blackouts). The revealed

preference in developed nations is to build sufficient excess capacity to cover demand during the

peak hours. By implication, the marginal firms that are engaged in these few hours are unnecessary

at all other times.

As it turns out, this situation results in large welfare losses due in large part to the time-invariant

rates being charged to retail electricity customers. Marginal benefit equals marginal cost only

by chance and for fleeting moments during the day or year, implying chronic over- or under-

consumption with respect to the social optimum. Generation is overbuilt as insurance against

blackouts. And marginal firms (even those with low market share) face a sharply inelastic demand

curve, giving them the capability to exercise market power during hours of system peak.8 The

cumulative welfare loss due to these features of the market have been estimated at approximately

5-10 percent of value in the wholesale electricity market (Borenstein & Holland 2005).

8This was a major cause of the California electricity crisis in 2000, as described in Borenstein (2002).
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These facts are not lost on regulators, and most economists acknowledge the importance of better

understanding market outcomes in this setting. In his work on peak load pricing, Steiner (1957)

laments “an almost total absence of empirical evidence as to the importance of the potential shifting

peak...”. Recently with the proliferation of smart metering technology that allows electricity use

to be measured at high frequency, there has been a renewed empirical focus on evaluating the

potential of time-varying pricing. We add to this discussion by analyzing the first large-scale C&I

field deployment of mandatory TOU.

In 2006, the Connecticut Department of Public Utilities and Control (DPUC) issued an order

requiring United Illuminating (UI), an electric utility serving over 324,000 residential and C&I

customers in Connecticut, to phase in mandatory TOU pricing for commercial users. This policy

was approved and implemented in an effort to reduce growing demand for electricity during peak

periods. In coordination with the DPUC, UI established peak load thresholds that, if exceeded,

would cause a firm to be placed on mandatory time-of-use pricing. Once transferred onto the TOU

tariff, a firm could not return to the flat-rate schedule, regardless of future consumption.9 The first

two demand thresholds took effect on June 1, 2008 at 300kW and June 1, 2009 at 200kW. The

majority of small commercial users did not approach either of these. However, on June 1, 2010 the

threshold declined to 100kW, and a substantial number of users were switched to TOU rates as a

result of having crossed it.

Historically, small and medium-sized commercial users in UI’s territory paid a single rate per

kilowatt-hour (kWh) regardless of when electricity was consumed, unless they opted into TOU

pricing.10 Since 1978, any general services customer could select into TOU pricing in lieu of the

flat-rate. Similar to mandatory TOU pricing, once customers volunteered for this tariff they could

not return to the flat-rate schedule. Also, since the early 1980s, customers reaching peak load in

excess of 500kW were mandated onto TOU pricing.

In our setting, customers that crossed the threshold were placed on a TOU tariff that charged a

9Firms could choose to purchase generation from an alternate supplier. However, as shown in Table 1

the majority of the TOU price differential is transmitted through distribution charges, which are charged to

all customers, regardless of the generation supplier.
10Congestion charges vary by season but remain constant within a day.
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higher peak rate for electricity consumed between 10am - 6pm on Monday-Friday, and a lower off-

peak rate during all other hours. The incentive created by these two rate changes is to shift usage

from peak to off-peak hours. Table 1 reports the rate schedules in 2010 for commercial customers

on a flat-rate and TOU rate. For flat-rate customers the price per kWh of electricity is $0.1791

in the winter and $0.1842 in the summer. By comparison, TOU customers pay a higher price for

electricity during peak hours, $0.2237 in the winter and $0.2364 in the summer, and a lower price

during off-peak hours, $0.14391 in the both the summer and the winter. This amounts to between

a 55 to 64 percent increase in peak relative to off-peak prices.11

As highlighted in Table 1, assignment to TOU also involved a 40 percent reduction in the peak

load charge.12 Flat rate firms incur a charge of $6.12 per kW during the moment of peak load in

a billing cycle, as compared to a $3.63 per kW charge for TOU firms. This creates an incentive

for TOU firms to increase peak load, relative to their flat-rate counterparts. However, the peak

load charge amounts to a small portion of a firm’s monthly bill, comprising 8.2 percent of monthly

expenditure for mandatory TOU firms and 12.7 percent of monthly expenditure for flat rate firms,

so the usage charges are likely to dominate.

3 Data

During the period of study, 97 firms are mandated onto the TOU rate. Figure 2 plots a histogram

of the calendar month in which a firm first crossed the mandatory TOU threshold. The modal

month in which firms cross the mandatory TOU threshold is June 2010, the first month in which

the mandatory kW threshold was reduced from 200 to 100. On average the lag between when a

firm exceeds the TOU threshold and first faces TOU pricing is 2 months. As we will discuss the

modal crossing month and the time lag will inform our empirical approach.

11This differential is in the low range of price differentials when compared to the C&I TOU studies

referenced earlier.The peak to off-peak price ratios from Aigner & Hirschberg (1984) and Aigner et a. (1995)

ranged from 1.2 to 2.5 and 1.9 to 8.3, respectively.
12The monthly fixed fee also increased by 70 percent from $39.19 to $66.82. This price change should only

impact firms’ decisions to connect or terminate service.
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The primary data used to estimate the empirical models consist of monthly billing data on electricity

usage, peak load, expenditure and rate class from 1,785 commercial users serviced between January

1, 2009 and August 2011. Table 2 provides descriptive results where means are reported by firm

type.

Customers are grouped into one of three firm types: “mandatory switchers” are customers that were

mandated onto TOU pricing during the period of study; “always-TOU firms” identify customers

that opt into the TOU rate before August 2007 and are on TOU pricing for the duration of our

sample; lastly, “non-TOU firms” are customers that pay a flat-rate throughout the period of study.

Mandatory TOU firms comprise our treatment group and in our preferred specification a sub-set

of non-TOU firms comprise our control group. In constructing our control group we restricted

the sample of non-TOU firms to customers reaching at least 75 kilowatts of peak load in any

month, since these firms more closely resembled treatment firms in peak load and usage. In some

specifications, we expand the control group to include firms that are always on TOU pricing, since

these firms are more similar to treatment firms in observables. We discuss our choice of control

group in the empirical approach.

Two pieces of information are made apparent in Table 2. First, there are systematic differences in

observables across firm types. Mandatory TOU firms are the largest firms, in terms of peak load,

usage and expenditure. The 1,430 firms always on a TOU rate are the second largest group of

customers in size, and firms always subject to a flat-rate are the smallest firms. This points to the

importance of controlling for fixed unobservables across treatment and control groups.

Second, we can only infer a critical variable, the ratio of peak to off-peak usage for a subset of

firms. We can impute peak and off-peak usage for (i) always TOU firms and (ii) mandatory TOU

firms in post-treatment months. In contrast, our imputation cannot recover the ratio of peak to off

peak usage for firms in our control group or mandatory TOU firms in pre-treatment months. This

prevents us from directly evaluating the impact of the mandatory TOU policy on the load shifting.

A second data set, the load profile data, supplements the billing data by providing information on

peak and off-peak usage for a random sample of 1,168 commercial users between January 2009 and
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December 2010.13 We use these data to calculate the TOU rate class discount: holding the amount

and timing (within each day) of usage fixed, the rate class discount is the decrease in customer bills

that occurs simply from switching from a flat to TOU rate. In our analysis, we are interested in

isolating the change in electricity expenditure attributable to a behavioral response; this requires

us to net out the change in expenditure due to the rate class discount. To calculate this discount,

we select the largest 5 percent of flat-rate firms in the load profile data, since these firms are closest

to the TOU threshold, and calculate the bill counterfactual under TOU prices. The discount is

calculated by firm-month, but we average up to an annual measure.14 Table 3 shows the TOU

discount for the top two usage vigintiles among flat-rate firms. On average, the TOU discount

reduces kWh expenditures by 3.5 percent and kW expenditures by 40.7 percent.

4 Identification and Empirical Approach

The threshold-based treatment assignment mechanism forms the basis of our empirical approach.

We exploit the change in rate structure that occurs at the 100kW threshold to implement a re-

gression discontinuity design, allowing identification to arise from the sharp change in treatment

status on either side of the threshold. The forcing variable in our setting is defined as the peak load

in June 2010. If firms lack precise control over this variable, then idiosyncratic factors will push

some households over the threshold but not others. In our setting, it would be extremely difficult,

if not impossible, for a firm to precisely control peak load.15 One implication of this imprecision is

that within the neighborhood of the threshold, assignment to control and treatment is as good as

random. In our sample, all firms breaching the active kW threshold are eventually switched onto

TOU pricing.

To isolate the effect of mandatory TOU pricing on usage, peak load and expenditure, we estimate

13These data are comprised of customers who always face a time-invariant rate structure or always face a

TOU rate structure; we do not observe mandatory switchers in these data.
14Our load profile data extend through December 2010, so we assign the 2010 discount to 2011 months.
15Managers would need to know the hour during which peak demand occurred and then have the ability

to control usage during this period. In our setting, firms are informed of peak load and monthly usage in

monthly increments. Further, these bills do not report the timing of peak load.
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an OLS model using a two-step procedure that controls for potential mean reversion. This imple-

mentation of OLS allows us to control for firm-specific trends and seasonality using the full panel of

data (December 2009-June 2011), and then estimate treatment effects using data from June 2010,

the modal treatment assignment month, onwards. In the first stage the sample is comprised of the

months spanning December 2009-June 2011, which includes six months before crossing and allows

us to identify pre-existing trends. We control for firm-specific trends (ηi) and month-by-year fixed

effects (αt) by estimating,

yit = αt + ηit+ εit (1)

The dependent variable yit is the natural log of either peak load, total usage or expenditure by

customer i in month t. Residuals from this regression, denoted by ỹ, are used in the second stage.

We then restrict the sample to post-May 2010 and estimate OLS on a many-differences model,

ỹt − ỹ0 = βIit + f(ỹi0) + λit (2)

The dependent variable is the change in the natural log of usage, peak load or expenditure between

period t and June 2010, where t = 0 corresponds to June 2010. Period t includes the months

spanning August 2010, the modal month when firms first face TOU pricing, to June 2011. TOU

pricing is denoted by I, an indicator variable set equal to one if firm i is on the mandatory TOU

schedule in June 2010. In the displayed results we allow f(ỹi0) = ỹi0.
16

The primary motivation for deploying this approach is that it controls for mean reversion. In our

setting, some firms with a large transitory shock to their peak load may exceed the assignment

threshold one period, only to revert to a lower peak load from the likely more moderate shock to

follow. Neglecting this feature of the data generating process may significantly bias the estimated

treatment effect downwards, and perhaps lead to the incorrect inference that firms respond to the

new price regime by conserving energy and reducing their peak load. By including the crossing

period level of the dependent variable as a second-stage control, we address this issue.

Our choice of bandwidth is informed by the density of firms around the cutoff and the recognition

that as the bandwidth increases so does the possibility of heterogeneity in unobservables. Due to

16Our results are robust to the inclusion of higher-order polynomials in ỹi0. They are also robust to

allowing ỹi0 to vary with each difference length (we thank an anonymous referee for this suggestion).
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the modest number of treated firms in our setting, the density of treated firms around the cutoff is

sparse. This motivates our decision to use a bandwidth which includes 100 kW above the threshold

and 25kW below the threshold. Since the policy was designed to target the largest commercial

entities, the sample is sparsely populated above the threshold and much more dense below it.

The density of mass below the threshold raises the possibility of avoidance behavior. “Bunching”

just below the cutoff would be evident if marginal firms had successfully taken measures to avoid

crossing the threshold. Similar to the approach used in Saez (2010) to detect bunching, we generate

plots of the distribution of kW and check whether abnormal increases in the mass appear just below

the threshold. Figure 3 compares the month of June across four years of our sample. Aside from

what appears to have been a cool month in June 2009, there are no significant differences in the

distribution of peak demand across years, and thus no evidence of avoidance behavior. Figure 4

compares the density of peak load in June 2010 with the adjacent months (May and July, 2010).

Again, we find no evidence of bunching.

Our empirical strategy is bolstered if no other policies issued by the DPUC or the utility coincided

with the introduction of mandatory TOU pricing and were also differentially assigned or available

to customers above and below the 100kW threshold. While the DPUC and utility have historically

introduced various programs targeting energy efficiency, these programs were implemented well

before 2010, on a voluntary basis, and were available irrespective of proximity to the forcing variable

of interest to this study.

There is one final potential issue that may be relevant for causal interpretation of the treatment

effect estimates, and that is anticipation. If commercial customers invested preemptively in con-

servation or load-shifting before being switched onto the tariff, the most readily-available channels

of behavioral change may have been exhausted. This would attenuate estimates of the treatment

effect. Since commercial customers were informed about the mandatory TOU program well before

its implementation began, one might view this as an explanation for a null result. However, by

not voluntarily switching onto the TOU tariff, mandatory switchers have revealed themselves to

either a) be unaware of the policy, or b) be aware of the policy but not interested in or able to

avail themselves of the savings associated with TOU. If either is true, concerns about firms having

engaged in meaningful anticipation are mitigated (though, admittedly, not entirely eliminated).
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Our empirical results are estimated on a sample consisting of three firm types - mandatory TOU

switchers, flat-rate firms, and firms that are always on TOU (during our sample period). The

latter two firm types serve as potential control groups.17 Restricting our control group to include

only flat-rate firms allows us to generate internally consistent estimates of the treatment effect. A

hypothetical re-randomization of assignment to control and treatment in this sample would produce

consistent estimates as long as unobservables vary smoothly across the threshold. In robustness

checks, we expand the set of control firms to include firms that are always on TOU pricing.

5 Results

Given that the TOU treatment is comprised of three concurrent price changes - an increase in

peak rates, a decrease in off-peak rates and a decrease in the peak load charge - there are multiple

margins along which firms may respond to the regime change. In a frictionless world, firms should

shift usage from the more expensive peak hours to the less expensive off-peak hours. Given the

decrease in the peak load charge, the incentive is also to increase peak load. Monthly usage and

expenditure could either increase or decrease depending on the firm’s initial load profile and the

nature of its response to treatment. With these hypotheses in mind we turn to a discussion of the

results. We first present results on usage, peak demand and expenditure (outcomes that we observe

in the data), and then use these results to infer the potential for load shifting.

Results from the estimation of equation 2 are presented in Table 4. As shown in columns 1 and 2, the

switch to the TOU rate structure does not induce an economically or statistically significant change

in usage (kWh) or peak demand (kW). The coefficient estimates reflect an average treatment effect

on monthly usage and peak load of -0.7 percentage points and -0.4 percentage points, respectively.

With 95 percent confidence, we can rule out effects greater than 1.7 and 1.2 percentage points in

magnitude, respectively. Columns 3 and 4 show the treatment effect on billed amount and adjusted

bill. The difference between these coefficient estimates reflects the fact that prices are lower on the

17Recall that the always-TOU firm type consists of users who voluntarily opted into TOU pricing prior to

the introduction of mandatory TOU pricing. Some firms also volunteered onto TOU during the period of

our sample, but these are dropped from our dataset.
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TOU rate. Recall that “adjusted” bill is the observed bill net the rate class discount described in

the Data section. After accounting for that structural feature of the policy, mandatory TOU does

not change electricity expenditure in a significant way. The point estimate on adjusted bill implies

decreased expenditure of 0.6 percentage points, and the 95 percent confidence interval excludes

decreases larger than 1.6 percentage points.

Peak Load. While economic theory predicts that, all else equal, peak load should increase in

response to the price change, given the empirical setting it is unsurprising that it does not. It

is quite difficult, if not impossible, for firms to predict the hour of peak load. A manager would

require knowledge about when peak load can be expected to occur, as well as the gradient of peak

load and when each instance in the rank order occurs. This is an exceedingly complicated task due

to the high degree of heterogeneity between firms and across months within a firm. The difficulty

is compounded by the fact that firms receive electricity bills in monthly increments and that the

bill does not even report the time of the peak occurrence. One approach a manager might take is

to hypothesize that the firms peak would occur concurrently with the system peak. However, the

data reveal that only 2.7 percent of peak load instances occur during the system peak, and a mere

14.0 percent occur on the same day. Further, within a firm, the timing of the peak load instance

changes over time: only 28.9 percent occur during the firms modal peak hour-of-day.

Another possible explanation for the lack of a kW response is that many firms face competing price

incentives during the peakiest hour of the month: the peak load charge is lower but the on-peak

usage charge is higher. In contrast, for firms whose peak load occurs during off-peak hours, there is

an unambiguous incentive to increase peak load during off-peak hours. We hypothesize that bars

and restaurants are the likeliest identifiable segment in our billing sample to have an off-peak non-

coincident peak hour (i.e. the highest demand hour in a month to occur during off-peak times).

A large fraction (12 percent) of treated firms in our billing data sample fall into this category,

according to the NAICS classifications. A positive treatment effect on kW for these firms would

be consistent with the hypothesis that firms respond to the financial incentives from TOU. To

test this, we estimate equation 2 including a term that interacts an indicator for the food and

beverage NAICS code and the treatment indicator. For the kW regression, the coefficient on the

incremental food/beverage effect has a negative sign but it is essentially a tight zero. This result

provides evidence of no behavioral response with respect to peak load when there is a unambiguous
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incentive to increase it. These sector-specific results should be interpreted with caution. Food

and beverage establishments may simply be more constrained in terms of their ability to shift load

across hours of the day, so the zero result here is not dispositive.

Load Shifting. The relative increase in price of peak usage relative to off-peak usage provides

a financial incentive to move usage from peak hours to off-peak hours (i.e. “load shifting”). We

cannot directly observe or test for load shifting since our data do not include the required temporal

decomposition. However, one can derive insights about its magnitude from restrictions imposed by

the treatment effects on usage, peak demand and adjusted expenditure (Table 4). Given that there

are minimal changes in peak load and total usage, if load shifting were occurring then we would

expect to observe a decrease in expenditure. We do not. In combination, these statistics impose

significant restrictions on the feasible amount of intertemporal usage adjustments by treated firms.

To gain a sense for the amount of load shifting that is possible while remaining consistent with

the estimated treatment effects, we display in Table 5 the change in monthly bill that is associated

with a hypothesized shift of 0.5-5.0 percent of total usage from peak to off-peak hours. The average

reduction in adjusted bill is 0.006, which can be achieved by shifting just over 1.0 percent of

usage from peak to off-peak hours. With 95 percent confidence, we can rule out load shifting of

greater than 3.0 percent (which results in a 1.6 percentage point decrease in the bill). It is simply

impossible to achieve more than very small amounts of load shifting under the constraints imposed

by the treatment effect estimates.

Notice that the average firm could save hundreds of dollars a year by shifting moderate portions

(3-5 percent of usage) from peak to off-peak, but they do not do so. Nonetheless, the lack of load

shifting may be a perfectly rational response by firms. For example, the presence of substantial

adjustment costs would rationalize this inaction. Such costs may come in the form of principal-

agent obstacles to be overcome within the firm, the presence of costly attention or cognition on

the part of the decisions-maker, or potentially a number of other explanations. Our results thus

suggest that TOU rates must transmit stronger incentives than are present in our setting if they

are to achieve the goal of reducing peak load.
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5.1 Robustness Checks

To check the robustness of the quantitative results to our choice of control group, we re-estimate

the specifications that comprise Table 4, but this time include the always-TOU customers in the

control group. These firms are the most numerous of the large firms in our dataset (they increase

the control group size by 600 percent) and could have been grouped with the flat-rate firms in our

primary control group. The always-TOU firms are desirable as controls since they are closer to

the treated firms in their magnitude of electricity usage and load (see Table 2). The results are

presented in Table 6, and are economically similar to the results from our primary specification.

However, we now find a statistically significant response in kWh to TOU pricing, though the point

estimate remains very small (less than 1 percent) and not statistically different from the baseline

estimate.

In each of our empirical approaches, we cannot rule out the possibility that a transitory treatment

effect is offset by later changes in behavior. One may be concerned that response to treatment may

take time if firms are responding by investing in capital. If this hypothesis is correct, then we would

expect to see larger (negative) treatment effects over time. Table 7 presents estimated treatment

effects from equation 2 in three-month bins according to duration from treatment. Post-treatment

data for firms treated in the modal month will appear for 13 months. We find no evidence of the

treatment effect increasing as might be expected in a time-to-build capital investment scenario. In

fact, in the 10+ month post-treatment bin (which corresponds to the summer months of 2011) there

is a small increase in usage and expenditure. Of course, this analysis will not capture investments

that require more than a one-year time horizon.

Our final robustness check revisits the possibility of avoidance behavior via retail choice. In our

setting, any firm (including those mandated onto TOU pricing) has the opportunity to choose an

alternate supplier for electricity generation. These customers continue to pay transmission and

distribution charges to UI, and receive their electricity bill from UI, but the generation charge is

retailer-specific. Public listings of alternate suppliers in 2010 and 2011 show that many retailers of-

fered time-invariant rates. As such, firms mandated onto TOU could choose to purchase generation

at a flat rate from these suppliers. Regulators in Connecticut may have recognized the possibility

of this avoidance behavior, since the TOU price incentive is primarily transmitted through trans-
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mission and distribution charges. Still, as shown in Table 1, a significant portion (approximately

one-third) of the peak/off-peak differential is transmitted through the generation charge and is

thus avoidable. When firms on TOU pricing purchase electricity from a flat-rate retail supplier,

the overall price differential drops from 8-9.25 cents to 5-6 cents per kWh.

Two pieces of evidence lead us to conclude that firms are not engaging in retail choice-related

avoidance behavior. First, there is no change in retail choice patterns on or near June 2010 (the

modal crossing month). Second, a simple linear probability model regressing a monthly alternate

supplier indicator on a treatment (mandatory TOU) indicator and controls reveals that treated

firms are less likely to switch to an alternate supplier for generation services. This suggests that

firms are not avoiding mandatory TOU pricing by switching to alternate suppliers.18

5.2 Bill Changes and Volatility

Much of the resistance to TOU pricing (and dynamic pricing in general) focuses on unexpected

bill increases and volatility, both of which may have differential effects across industry type. In

this section we create a simple counterfactual against which to analyze the changes in monthly

expenditure from TOU pricing. We also calculate the anticipated changes in bill volatility that

arise from TOU pricing.

The counterfactual exercise consists of calculating what the TOU customer’s bill would have been if

instead the firm had stayed on a flat-rate tariff. During the first month a mandatory firm faces TOU

pricing, we calculate the monthly bill if the firm was on a flat-rate (after adjusting for the TOU

discount). We then compare this flat-rate bill to actual expenditure. Table 8 reports statistics on

the distribution of bill changes in the first month of TOU pricing by quartile of usage and industry

type. In general the observed bill changes are small. On average, bills increase by 1.0 percent,

and 95 percent of firms experience a bill change of less than 9.4 percent, with many experiencing

savings. Larger users in terms of kWh experience savings from TOU pricing while the bottom

two quartiles of customers experience a 3.5 percent bill increase. The anticipated bill changes also

18The histogram of retail choice patterns and results from the linear probability model are available from

the authors upon request.
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vary by industry. At the extremes, in the absence of a response, manufacturing users on average

incur a 3.9 percent increase in expenditure from this policy, and entertainment/food/beverage firms

experience a 3.8 percent decrease in expenditure.

Figures 5 and 6 show k-density plots of the distribution of bill level changes by kWh quartile and

NAICS code, respectively. The distribution of effects on the smaller TOU firms has broad support,

ranging from nearly a 10 percent savings to a nearly 15 percent bill increase. Recall that while these

are the smallest quartile of TOU firms, this group is comprised of rather large electricity users. In

this cohort, 95 percent of firms experience bill increases of less than 12.7 percent. The largest users

are much more likely to benefit. Firms in the top quartile save, on average, 2.7 percent and only

5 percent of these firms experience bill increases exceeding 4.4 percent. Of the NAICS segments,

firms in manufacturing, retail, services/financial and non-profit/religion experience a broad distri-

bution of bill changes. By comparison, industrial, educational, entertainment/food/beverage and

government sectors are tightly clustered around a zero change in expenditure.

While changes in bill levels appear to be small, another criticism of TOU pricing is that it will

lead to substantial increases in bill volatility. Our setting is well-suited to examine the potential of

this policy to increase bill volatility. We estimate the coefficient of (unadjusted) bill variation for

treated and control firms before and after June 2010. Bill volatility is influenced by seasonality,

so we limit our sample of treated firms to those crossing the TOU threshold in the modal month

(June 2010). This allows us to compare volatility to an analogous cohort (control firms), before

and after June 2010. Table 9 displays the means of the coefficients of variation for control and

treatment firms before and after June 2010. Bills of treated firms exhibit an increase in volatility of

10.9 percent (on average). However, we also calculate a 5.7 percent increase in volatility of control

firm bills before and after June 2010, suggesting that much of the increase in volatility for treated

firms is attributable to factors aside from TOU pricing. Thus, while TOU may lead to higher bill

volatility, it is on average a small change.
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6 Conclusion

In this study we measure the response of commercial and industrial customers to mandatory TOU

electricity pricing. Despite a significant shift in marginal prices, customers in our setting do not

exhibit reductions in peak load, peak usage, or overall usage. The apparent lack of response implies

either that these consumers are perfectly price inelastic (in which case we should not be concerned

about efficiency loss in the first place), or that the pricing regime that we study is not effective at

transmitting meaningful economic incentives to customers.

Three unique features of our empirical setting allow us to contribute meaningfully to the ongoing

debate on how and whether to implement TOU pricing. First, we examine a mandatory deployment,

which is a rare contrast to the more frequent strategy of allowing customers to opt in voluntarily.

Second, in our empirical setting the rate change is permanent and as a consequence more likely to

induce a response where capital investment is required. Earlier experimental studies that find little

response to TOU pricing argue that their results may be due to the temporary nature of the rate

change (Aigner & Hirschberg 1985). Yet we continue to find little change in usage or peak load

in the first full year following mandatory TOU pricing. Third, our study describes the first C&I

setting in the U.S. that does not give customers the opportunity to withdraw from TOU pricing.

The opt-out feature that is characteristic of other programs will bias the estimated treatment effect

towards a response, since firms capable of substituting within-day usage will remain in the study

and those with a low substitution elasticity will exit the program.19 As such, we provide the first

credible measure in several decades of the impact of a mandatory TOU pricing on C&I firms in the

U.S..

The presence of voluntary enrollees on the TOU tariff affects the interpretation of our results and

lessons for policy. Our empirical focus is on the mandatory feature of the deployment, and as

such voluntary adopters are eliminated from our analysis. If, in practice, mandatory TOU pricing

programs were not introduced in tandem with an opt-in feature, one may wonder how this affects

the external validity of our results. However, it is unrealistic to imagine a regulatory setting in

which a mandatory TOU program is not bundled with a voluntary enrollment option; thus our

19Aigner & Hirschberg (1985) are forthcoming about this drawback.
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setting contains the fundamental features that any deployment of mandatory TOU pricing would.

While the evidence presented here indicates that the marginal effect of mandatory TOU on firm

behavior is negligible, our study is silent on the effectiveness of voluntary TOU. Firms that vol-

unteered for TOU pricing are likely to have either a favorable load profile (low on-peak and high

off-peak usage) or the ability to shift from peak to off-peak usage at a low cost. If the latter is

true, then a voluntary enrollment approach should at least partially achieve the intended goal of

the TOU program. However, we do not test this hypothesis, as our dataset does not provide us

with a credible counterfactual group against which to compare the behavior of voluntary adopters.

Finally, our results indicate that concerns over mandatory (as compared to voluntary) TOU pricing

in the C&I setting have been overstated. It has been argued that firms involuntarily switched into

time-varying pricing would have to either engage in investments to shift their load profile or face an

increase in electricity expenditure. In our setting, this is not the case. Even after adjusting for the

TOU discount, most firms experience a small (if any) increase in bill volatility and no bill change,

with less than 5 percent of mandatory TOU customers experiencing a bill increase greater than

8.5 percent in the first month of the rate change. As such, despite the apparent lack of behavioral

change induced by the TOU prices, regulators may still view TOU pricing as a way to smooth the

path to more timely and granular dynamic pricing (such as RTP) without exposing customers to

high bill volatility.
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Table 3: TOU Rate Class Discount (2010)

kWh kW Fixed Fee ($)

20th Vigintile, Flat Rate Firms Only 3.5% 40.7% -$27.63

19th Vigintile, Flat Rate Firms Only 2.7% 40.7% -$27.63

Note: kWh and kW figures are mean percentage bill reductions from flat rate firms
switching to TOU, holding usage and load constant. The fixed fee discount is
constant in dollar terms (and negative).

Table 4: Controlling for Mean Reversion: Effect of TOU Pricing on kWh, kW, and Bill

!ln(kWh) !ln(kW) !ln(bill) !ln(bill_adj)

TOU Indicator -0.007 -0.004    -0.017*** -0.006
(0.005) (0.004) (0.005) (0.005)

R-Squared 0.48 0.46 0.49 0.49
Observations 3,087 3,086 3,090 3,090
Results generated from a specification in which dependent variable is the difference in demeaned, 
detrended and deseasonalized ln(kwh) or ln(kw) or ln(bill adjusted) with respect to the modal 
switching month, June 2010. The control group is comprised of large flat rate firms. Standard 
errors clustered at the firm. 
* Significant at the 0.10 level, ** Significant at the 0.05 level, *** Significant at the 0.01 level. 
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Table 5: Load Shifting Simulation Results

Shifted % Savings $ Savings
Amount Mean Mean Min Max

0.5% 0.003 6.244 0.159 19.285
(0.001) (3.723)

1.0% 0.005 12.487 0.319 38.570
(0.002) (7.446)

1.5% 0.008 18.731 0.478 57.855
(0.003) (11.169)

2.0% 0.010 24.974 0.638 77.139
(0.004) (14.892)

2.5% 0.013 31.218 0.797 96.424
(0.005) (18.615)

3.0% 0.016 37.462 0.956 115.709
(0.006) (22.338)

3.5% 0.018 43.705 1.116 134.994
(0.007) (26.061)

4.0% 0.021 49.949 1.275 154.279
(0.008) (29.784)

4.5% 0.023 56.192 1.434 173.564
(0.009) (33.507)

5.0% 0.026 62.436 1.594 192.849
(0.010) (37.230)

Notes:These statistics are calculated by supposing a given percentage of usage 
is shifted from peak to off-peak hours, using delivery-only prices and billed 
amount. Sample includes all non-TOU and mandatory TOU firms during 
months where peak load is between 90-110kW (i.e. "close" to the threshold).

Table 6: Robustness Checks: Large Flat-Rate and Always-TOU Firms as Controls

!ln(kWh) !ln(kW) !ln(bill) !ln(bill_adj)

TOU Indicator    -0.009*  -0.005    -0.018*** -0.006
(0.005) (0.004) (0.005) (0.005)

R-Squared 0.48 0.49 0.47 0.48
Observations 18,712 18,698 18,714 18,713
Notes: Results generated from a regression discontinuity specification in which dependent variable 
is the difference in demeaned, detrended and deseasonalized ln(kwh) or ln(kw) or ln(bill adjusted) 
with respect to the modal switching month, June 2010. The control group is comprised of 
voluntary TOU and large flat rate firms. Standard errors clustered at the firm. 
* Significant at the 0.10 level, ** Significant at the 0.05 level, *** Significant at the 0.01 level. 
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Table 7: Dynamic Treatment Effect (RD Specification)

Mandatory TOU
!ln(kWh) !ln(kW) !ln(bill_adj)

1-3mths post-treatment -0.007 -0.011 -0.002
(0.024) -0.024 -0.022

4-6mths post-treatment -0.017 -0.002    -0.020*  
(0.013) -0.015 -0.012

7-9mths post-treatment -0.03 -0.015 -0.029
(0.028) -0.028 -0.028

10+mths post-treatment     0.039*** 0.018     0.044***
(0.014) -0.012 -0.013

R-Squared 0.485 0.459 0.488
Observations 3,087 3,086 3,090
Results generated from a regression discontinuity specification in which dependent variable is 
the difference in demeaned, detrended and deseasonalized ln(kwh) or ln(kw) or ln(bill 
adjusted) with respect to the modal switching month, June 2010. The control group is 
comprised of large flat rate firms. Standard errors clustered at the firm. 
* Significant at the 0.10 level, ** Significant at the 0.05 level, *** Significant at the 0.01 level. 

Table 8: Summary Statistics of Bill Changes

Mean Std. Deviation 5th percentile 95th percentile

Overall 1.02% 4.70% -5.39% 9.35%

By kWh Quartile
Quartile 1 (Low) 3.45% 5.75% -6.95% 12.70%

Quartile 2 3.71% 3.34% -1.62% 10.56%
Quartile 3 -0.34% 3.04% -5.23% 5.09%

Quartile 4 (High) -2.73% 2.91% -5.75% 4.35%

By NAICS
Industrial 3.47% 2.82% 1.48% 5.46%

Manufacturing 3.87% 4.33% -3.52% 9.35%
Retail 2.16% 4.76% -5.38% 10.56%

Services/Financial 1.89% 3.59% -3.97% 7.61%
Educational 2.58% 4.45% -5.23% 10.01%

Entertainment/Food/Beverage -3.76% 1.41% -5.75% -0.60%
Non-Profit/Religious -0.05% 5.98% -6.95% 12.70%

Government 1.02% 4.70% -5.39% 9.35%

Notes: We report the percent change in expenditure mandatory TOU firms incur during the first month of 
TOU pricing. We calcuate a firm's monthly bill if it had been on a flat rate and compare this to actual 
expenditure. Treated firms are restricted to those assigned to TOU in June 2010. Statistics are presented by 
quartile of consumption and industry type. 
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Table 9: Coefficient of Bill Variation: Treatment vs. Control Firms

Pre-June 2010 Post-June 2010 Change
Non-TOU Firm 0.24 0.25 5.7%

(0.20) (0.18)
TOU Firm 0.17 0.19 10.9%

(0.12) (0.10)
Notes: The coefficient of variation in unadjusted expenditure is reported 
for TOU and non-TOU firms before and after June 2010.Treated firms 
restricted to those assigned to TOU in June 2010. Standard deviations in 
parentheses.
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Figure 1: Defining Key Terms: A 1-Day Stylistic Load Profile Example
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Figure 2: Histogram Indicating Month Firms Exceed Mandatory TOU Threshold
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Figure 3: Kernel Density of kW, June 2008-2011

Figure 4: Kernel Density of kW, May-July 2010
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Figure 5: Kernel Density by kWh Quartile

Figure 6: Kernel Density of Behavior-Invariant Bill Changes by Industry
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Figure 7: Dynamic Effects in Event Time: Monthly Consumption (kWh)
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Figure 8: Dynamic Effects in Event Time: Peak Load (kW)
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Figure 9: Dynamic Effects in Event Time: Adjusted Bill
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